A generalization of the uniqueness theorem of Koebe-Nevanlinna for meromorphic functions of bounded type is given on Riemann surfaces.
Hi G<=F f(G). When f(p) consists of a single point, fip) is denoted by fip).
We set F(/) = {q E A,; fiq) = f(q)} and forp £ A, U"(p)= {aER;d(p,a)< 1/n}, where d denotes a metric on R*. For b E A' = R'* -R', let {Gnib)} be a determinant sequence of b. For b £ A', we set Vnib) = Gnib) and for b E R', Vn(b) = {b' £ R'; d'(b, b') < l/n), where d' denotes a metric on R'. Let {\} be a sequence of Jordan arcs such that each A" is compact on R. It is said that {A"} converges to the ideal boundary of R, when for every compact set K c R there exists an n(K) such that \n a R -K for all n > n(K). We say thatp E A, is an accumulating point of a set X c R with respect to the fine topology, when for any G £ Fp, G n X ^ 0. Further it is called that {/(A")} converges to a point c £ R'*, when there exists an n(m) such that for every m,f(a) c Vm(c) on \n for all n > nim). ;ae^"(a) -f(p) and for every n there exists a t(n) such that y(t) c Dn for all t > t(n).
Proof. We can see easily that Dn + X c Dn. Take a point ax G Dx, and then choose a Dk G {Dn) satisfying ax G Dk . There exists a piecewise analytic Jordan arc yx joining a, and a point a2 G Dk in Dx such that y, n dDk consists of a single point, where dDk denotes the relative boundary of Dk on R.
Next choose a Dk G {Dn} satisfying Dk n y, = 0. Since Dk -yx is a region, there exists a piecewise analytic Jordan arc y2 joining a2 and a point a3 G Dk in Dk -yx such that y2 n 3/J>A consists of a single point. By repeating the same method, we have a desired Jordan arc y.
For/? G F(/), let Tp denote the family of the Jordan arc y in Lemma 2. T is determined independently of the choice of countable fundamental neighborhood systems at p and f(p), respectively. For any q G A' and any Un(q), there exists a point a* satisfying a* G U"(q) n Y n AM for some M. Indeed if not, there exists a UN(q) such that y D A" c R -UN(q) for every n. Hence for a compact set K = y n (/? -UNiq)) and every n, we have K n A" ^ 0. This is a contradiction.
Therefore we can take a sequence {an} of an E y such that {an} converges to q and {f(an)} converges to c.
Suppose that / is nonconstant. Since f(q) = lima_?;aei/(a) = c, from Lemma 1 and [1, Theorem 14.1] A' is of harmonic measure 0. This implies a contradiction. Thus / is constant.
Corollary.
Let f be a Fatou mapping and let a set A c A be of harmonic measure positive. If each point of A n A, is an accumulating point of {Xn} with respect to the fine topology and {/(An)} converges to a point c £ R'*, then f is constant.
Proof. Take A' in the proof of the theorem. For any q E A' and each Dn £ F in Lemma 2, take a point Qn E Dn n A^ for some N; then {Q"} converges to q and hrr\J(Qn) = f(q). We can choose a subsequence {an} of {Qn} for which {f(an)} converges to c. Thus as in the proof of the theorem, we have the assertion of the corollary.
